new clients

BASSOON (* = Contra)
ALANNA MACFARLANE *

CELLO (* = Electric)
CHRIS FISH *
LUCY GJIBER *
DAVID HORNBERGER *
CORAL LANCASTER *
WALLS POWER *
MATTWHE STROVER *

FLUTE (* = Picc, ± = Alto, b = Bass)
SUSIE HODDER-WILLIAMS *
JOHN ALLEY *
OROE (* = Con, ± = D’Amore)
JOSH HALL *
JENNI COOPER *

VIOLA (* = Electric)
ADELE JOHNSON *
STEPHANIE PAVIA *

EUPHONIUM
TRACY HOLLOWAY
ANDREW LESTER *
ROB PRICE *
DAVID STEWART *
PHILIP WHITE *

FLUTE (* = Picc, ± = Alto, b = Bass)
ODIN BALDWIN *
NICHOLAS BRIGHT *
DAVID CUTHBERT *
HANNANG CRAWLEY *
MELANIE HENRY *
SUSIE HODDER-WILLIAMS *
CLARE JEFFERS *
HELEN KEEN ± b
JANE KOSTER ± b
REBECCA LARSEN ± b
MONICA MCCARRON ± b
EMER MCDONAGH *
PATRICK MOYNIHAN ± b
NINA ROBERTSON *
NANCY RUFFER ± b
ILEANA RUHNEMANN *
JOANNA SHAW ± b
JULIAN SPERRY *
TIMOTHY TAYLORSON *
FLUTES ETHNIC
MONICA MCCARRON *

GUITAR (* = Bass, ± = Ukulele)
SARAH FREESTONE *

HARP
FIONA CLIFTON-WELKER *
BRIAN DAVIS *
CLAIRE-MARIE HAYNES *
PATRIZIA MEIER *
SATO SALO *

HARPSCORD
TIMOTHY BYRAM-WIGFIELD *
ANDREY GOODE *

HORN
ANDREW ANCILL *
MARTYN BAYLIS *
RICHARD DALLEY *
MATTHEW GUNNER *
JONATHAN HASSAN *
KEN HENDERSON *
URSULA MONEBERG *
MARK PAINE *
JEFF SNOWDON *
STEPHEN STRIVLING *
LAURIE TRULICK *

KEYBOARDS
JOHN ALLEY *
SUSAN BUSBY (FROST) *
SIMON COUZENS *
RODERICK ELLMS *
DAWNS HARDWICK *
JULIUS JACOBSON *
MALCOLM MILLER *
BERNARD ROBERTSON *
SHELagh SUTHLAND *
CLIVE WILLIAMSON *
JAN WINTON *

MISOLIN
SARAH FREESTONE *
HAZEL ROSS *

OBOE (* = Con, ± = D’Amore)
LESLIE ALLARD ± b
SUSAN BUSBY (FROST) ± b
EMMET BYRNE *
CAWELIN JAVES ± b
JANE EVANS ± b
EUGENE FEILD ± b
EMMA FERDING ± b
DANIEL FINNEY ± b
LUCY FOSTER ± b
DEBORAH GOYER (BOYES) ± b
JOSH HALL *
RACHEL HAMWOOD-WHITE *
PHIL HAWORTH *
CLARE HOSKINS *
VANESSA HOWELLS *
JAMES HULME ± b
RACHEL INGLETON *
JENNIE LEE KEETLEY *
JULIET LEWIS ± b
FRASER MACALAY *
BRYONY MIDDLETON *
MICHAEL O’DONNELL ± b
EMILY PALTHERORSE ± b
AMY ROBERTS ± b
ADRIAN ROWLANDS *
JOSEPH SANDERS *
PENOLEE SMITH *
ALEX TOSTDEVINE ± b
JULIA WHITE ± b
REBECCA WOOD ± b

OBOE BASS
JANE EVANS *
ADRIAN ROWLANDS *

ORGAN
TIMOTHY BYRAM-WIGFIELD *
RODERICK ELLMS *
ANTHONY GOODE *
BERNARD ROBERTSON *

PERCUSSION
NICHOLAS GIMROD *
CAMERON SINCLAIR *

PIANO
SUSAN BUSBY (FROST) *
TIMOTHY BYRAM-WIGFIELD *
RODERICK ELLMS *
ANTHONY GOODE *
DAWN HARDWICK *
JULIUS JACOBSON *
MALCOLM MILLER *
ALEXANDER ROBERTS *
BERNARD ROBERTSON *
SHELagh SUTHLAND *
CLIVE WILLIAMSON *
JAN WINTON *

TELETEAM CLIENT SERVICES - DESIGNED TO PUT YOU IN CONTROL OF YOUR BOOKINGS

020 8681 0555
020 8681 0555
www.morgensterns.com